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Abstract: Accurate water mapping depends largely on the water index. However, most previously
widely-adopted water index methods are developed from 30-m resolution Landsat imagery,
with low-albedo commission error (e.g., shadow misclassified as water) and threshold instability
being identified as the primary issues. Besides, since the shortwave-infrared (SWIR) spectral band
(band 11) on Sentinel-2 is 20 m spatial resolution, current SWIR-included water index methods
usually produce water maps at 20 m resolution instead of the highest 10 m resolution of Sentinel-2
bands, which limits the ability of Sentinel-2 to detect surface water at finer scales. This study aims
to develop a water index from Sentinel-2 that improves native resolution and accuracy of water
mapping at the same time. Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used to exploit the 10-m spectral bands
among Sentinel-2 bands of three resolutions (10-m; 20-m; 60-m). The new Multi-Spectral Water
Index (MuWI), consisting of the complete version and the revised version (MuWI-C and MuWI-R),
is designed as the combination of normalized differences for threshold stability. The proposed
method is assessed on coincident Sentinel-2 and sub-meter images covering a variety of water types.
When compared to previous water indexes, results show that both versions of MuWI enable to
produce native 10-m resolution water maps with higher classification accuracies (p-value < 0.01).
Commission and omission errors are also significantly reduced particularly in terms of shadow and
sunglint. Consistent accuracy over complex water mapping scenarios is obtained by MuWI due
to high threshold stability. Overall, the proposed MuWI method is applicable to accurate water
mapping with improved spatial resolution and accuracy, which possibly facilitates water mapping
and its related studies and applications on growing Sentinel-2 images.

Keywords: MuWI; Sentinel-2; multi-spectral water index; water index; NDWI; MNDWI; AWEI;
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1. Introduction

Sentinel-2 mission, which was launched by European Space Agency (ESA) in 2015, provides
an alternative source of globally covered, openly accessible optical remote sensing. Compared to
similar Landsat series, Sentinel-2 delivers images with higher spatial resolutions, more spectral bands,
less revisit time, and wider swath, thereby has shown great potentials in a broad range of fields, such as
land cover and land use, aquatic science, agricultural applications, and soil research [1–7].

Land surface water detection has been one of the most basic yet important remote sensing
applications. The water detection enables the analysis of human alterations to the environment in a
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more quantitative and visible way, such as the linkage between river engineering and permanent lake
loss in Central Asia, and the coupling of water loss with long-term droughts in the United States [8].
Such applications identify the transition of Earth’s surface as one of the four situations, including
land into water, water into land, permanent land, or permanent water [9], which supports studies and
assessments on flood inundation, land reclamation, and sea-level rise, particularly in environmental
and social hotspots [10]. Water detection is also often one of the first steps in mapping land-use and
land-cover [11,12], predicting waterborne epidemic disease [13], managing flood hazard, estimating
water scarcity, and assessing water quality [14–17]. Therefore, land surface water detection significantly
contributes to remote sensing studies and applications.

Since being firstly launched in 1972, the freely available Landsat has gradually become one of
the most popular remote sensing sources for surface water detection. The optical sensor onboard
Landsat has a typical 30 m spatial resolution for mapping water among many other freely available
but coarser sensors, for example, MODIS (250–1000 m), NOAA/AVHRR (1100 m), MERIS (300 m),
and etc. Despite that higher-resolution sensors, such as WorldView (0.31–2.4 m) and GF-2 (3.24 m),
have been used for water detection purpose, the difficulty in accessing those data hinders pervasive
applications when compared to Landsat. As a result, current major global water maps are usually based
on Landsat, namely Global Surface Water Dataset [8], Global Inland Water Body (GIW) Dataset [18],
and Global Water Bodies Database (GLOWABO) [19]. Likewise, a number of natural and societal
impacts assessments based on water detection were built upon Landsat images [9,10,20].

In such context, water indexes as the mostly used surface water detection method were usually
developed on Landsat. McFeeters (1996) firstly developed a specified index for water mapping, i.e.,
Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI) [21], using a near-infrared (NIR) and a green band from
Landsat TM to delineate open water features. Xu (2006) modified NDWI and named after MNDWI
by replacing origin NIR band with shortwave-infrared (SWIR) band to reduce commission errors
from built-up, vegetation and soil [22]. Feyisa (2014) devised the Automated Water Extraction Index
(AWEI) to highlight the shadow confusion, i.e., misclassification of shadow as water, by taking multiple
spectral bands into account [23]. Fisher (2016) revised the Water Index (WI) using five Landsat surface
reflectance (SR) bands, and made a comprehensive comparison of water index methods on Landsat
imagery [24]. Other indexes, such as Tasseled Cap Wetness (TCW) [25] and Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index (NDVI) [26], have also been proved effective in surface water detection but less
adopted than aforementioned water indexes. Since Sentinel-2 is similar to Landsat series in terms of
spectral and spatial characteristics, water indexes that were developed on Landsat are presumably
transferred to Sentinel-2 easily. Actually, a few studies [27,28] have confirmed the usage of Sentinel-2
for detecting surface water by using NDWI and MNDWI.

However, except for the swath width and revisit time, one notable difference between Sentinel-2
and Landsat is the spatial resolution that will affect the transferable use of Landsat-developed water
indexes. From the development of major water indexes, one substantial improvement after NDWI
was by introducing SWIR spectral band. MNDWI only substituted NIR band in NDWI with SWIR
band and was proved to be more robust. Later, AWEI and WI also included SWIR band. But SWIR
bands on Sentinel-2 are in 20 m spatial resolution, not as fine as other four Sentinel-2 bands in 10 m
resolution. Though some other bands in existing water indexes on Sentinel-2 are 10 m bands (e.g.,
Band 3 used in NDWI and MNDWI), the combination of those bands (i.e., water index) that consists of
both 10 m and 20 m resolutions usually eventually present water mapping results in 20 m resolution
rather than in 10 m resolution [27,28]. This issue of inconsistent bands resolutions is not existent for
Landsat because all bands (except for panchromatic band that is rarely used in water index) have the
same spatial resolution. Using NDWI on Sentinel-2 could avoid the issue as the two associated bands
both are 10 m bands, but NDWI usually generate higher errors thus less used.

To tackle the issue and produce 10 m water maps from Sentinel-2, the only proposed approach
in current studies is band sharpening [27,28]. Band sharpening downscales the SWIR bands to 10 m
resolution while using various image processing algorithms, such as Principle Component Analysis
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and the Gram-Schmidt algorithm. But, band sharpening is a particularly computationally intensive
process and it requires additional algorithms selection and implementation. Meanwhile, by reducing
weight of SWIR in a water index, the issue from different bands resolutions could possibly be resolved
without introducing additional processes.

Another issue in applying existing water indices on Sentinel-2 is the omission errors that could be
affected by sunglint, a phenomenon that water surfaces show extremely high reflectance at a particular
solar incident angle and satellite viewing angle. It has been intensively modeled at kilometer-resolution
in ocean remote sensing domain [29,30], or at meter-resolution in inland-water remote sensing [31].
Both of the studied settings have the relatively fine scale of water, which means kilometer water pixel
is relatively fine to the scale of the ocean, the same as meter-pixel to the scale of the river. With the
increasing spatial resolution, the sunglint over inland water on Sentinel-2 may account for some
omission errors in surface water detection. Sunglint removal algorithm is often contained in the
procedures of converting top-of-atmosphere (TOA) image to surface reflectance (SR) image (e.g.,
for MODIS), but the currently highest level-2A product of Sentinel-2 has no consideration of sunglint
removal [32]. The sunglint over inland waters is firstly focused on Sentinel-2 until recently [33].
The recent paper proposed an algorithm to correct sunglint on Sentinel-2, but it needs atmospheric
properties data as the input and it involves complicated procedures, which is time-consuming and not
friendly to users. Therefore, the potential omission errors from sunglint at Sentinel-2 scale in inland
water mapping should be brought to attention to water index.

Apart from issues in applying existing water indices on Sentinel-2, other possible limitations of
those water indices have also been identified. The first long-lasting limitation is to discriminate
water and low-albedo pixels, such as shadow and asphalt [23]. MNDWI ameliorate this error.
AWEI significantly improved the surface water detection in such situations, but it actually has two
indices: AWEIsh for areas where there are dominant shadow contaminations and AWEInsh for area
where there are not. The second limitation is that MNDWI often misclassified snow as water [34],
because the differences of the two used bands values for water and snow are close, even though
individual band values vary a lot. So existing water indices could probably be further improved
for more universal applications, notwithstanding relatively high overall accuracy of surface water
detection that has been achieved in many cases.

Water index methods vary in three aspects, including bands selection, bands combination,
and thresholding. NDWI and MNDWI select two spectral bands while the later multi-spectral indexes
(e.g., AWEI, WI), as the name self-explained, select more bands. The dual-band indexes compose the
bands by the normalized difference form while multi-spectral index usually follows the linear form.
More complex functions for bands combination are not common, perhaps because they are somewhat
time-consuming. More importantly, multi-spectral index involves the determination of coefficients,
which directly affects the performance of the index. In the phase of development, AWEI identifies
coefficients by an iterative process [23]. The coefficients in WI are determined by canonical variate
analysis [24]. Water indexes often assume or suppress the threshold as zero, meaning that index value
greater than zero indicates water and index value less than zero indicates non-water. Yet, threshold
still needs to be tuned, empirically or heuristically, in the application of water classification [35].
For example, the threshold of NDWI is set to −0.2 to 0.3 in many studies (e.g., Du et al., 2016;
Fisher et al., 2016). Therefore, the coefficients and threshold seem of high importance, and in a way
they could be related to each other collectively in the multi-spectral water index development.

In light of the recent trend of introducing machine learning (ML) into remote sensing, water
classification has borrowed many algorithms from the machine learning field [36–38]. Among ML
(including deep learning), support vector machine (SVM) is a commonly used one with possible
explicitly mathematical structure of outputs. SVM is essentially a binary classifier and thus particularly
suitable for water classification (which is a typical binary classification of water and non-water
pixels). However, those usages only treat it as a black-box by classifying water using trained SVM
model, with no study exploiting the internal structure of SVM for the more general use. Therefore,
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the objectives of the study are to: (1) develop the Sentinel-2 inherent multi-spectral water index (MuWI)
with the ability of producing 10 m water mapping without band sharpening, (2) compare the accuracy
of various water indexes in classifying different types of water on Sentinel-2 through the validation
of a sample consisting of typical low- and high-albedo confusions, and (3) demonstrate an objective,
process-explicit development of index method for binary classification while using OSH (optimal
support hyperplane) in SVM.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Derivation of MuWI from OSH

The general equation of multi-spectral water index (MuWI) is expressed as:

MuWI = ∑ aiρi − b (1)

where subscript i corresponds to the ith band used in the index, a represents the coefficients and b is
the constant term suppressing threshold to be zero, meaning that MuWI > 0 indicates the water pixel
and vice versa. Here, we link MuWI to the concept of optimal separating hyperplane (OSH) in SVM.
The linkage is used to develop MuWI from the trained SVM model.

2.1.1. SVM and OSH

Support vector machine (SVM) is one of the most recognized machine learning algorithms
created by Vapnik [39]. It has been shown to be efficient and robust for small-sample, non-linear,
and high-dimensional pattern recognition tasks [40,41], including classifications on remote sensing
imagery [42,43]. The binary-oriented nature makes SVM particularly suitable for water classification
that distinguishes land cover into two groups, water and non-water. When comparing to many
derivations of neural networks and other machine learning algorithms, SVM with linear kernel can
train the classifier with explicit mathematical representation [44], thus it was selected in this study.

In essence, SVM solves the following problem: finding the optimal separating hyperplane (OSH)
to separate two sets, which is mathematically expressed as:

Find f (x) = wTx− b s.t. f (x)

{
< 0, y = −1
> 0, y = +1

(2)

where the topological space
{

xi, yi}

}
, i = 1 . . . n, xi ∈ Rd, yi ∈ {+1, −1} denotes the pair of features

vector x and binary label y. In the case of MuWI water classification, x represents the reflectance
values of Sentinel-2 spectral bands, while y = +1 is the label for water pixel and y = −1 is the label
for the non-water pixel. w and b are coefficients and constant of the hyperplane. Many hyperplanes
could possibly meet the constrains in equation (2), so SVM finds the optimal separating hyperplane
(OSH) that maximizes the margins between two support hyperplanes. Two support hyperplanes are
expressed as:

wTx− b = δ

wTx− b = −δ (3)

The support hyperplanes in Equation (3) represent the boundary of two groups of points.
Accordingly, finding the OSH is equivalent to finding the support hyperplanes with largest
margin (distance).

2.1.2. Linking MuWI to OSH

Water and non-water are often not entirely separable in the given topological space, meaning
that there is no hyperplane that is able to ideally distinguish all pixels. In this case, referred as
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soft-margin situation (or non-separable case) in classification, penalty term ξ is introduced into
support hyperplanes:

wTxi − b = δ + ξi ∀yi = +1

wTxi − b = −δ + ξi ∀yi = −1 (4)

ξi ≥ 0 ∀ i

Based on penalty term ξ, a cost parameter C is defined to determine the weight of penalty
(Equation (4)), concerning the tolerance of misclassification. Higher cost leads to less tolerance
of misclassification.

cost = C ∑ ξi (5)

Finding OSH equals to determining a pair of support hyperplanes with the largest distance
d (margin). Besides, the margin d between two support hyperplanes is inversely proportional to
‖w‖, thus the maximization of d is equivalent to minimization of ‖w‖. So, combining with the cost
parameter, the task is achieved by quadratic programming as:

minimize
1
2
‖w‖2 + cost

subject to yi

(
wTxi − b

)
− 1 + ξi ≥ 0, ∀ i, (6)

ξi ≥ 0, ∀i

OSH’s normal vector w is determined by discrete points on the hyperplanes, which is called
support vectors s in SVM:

f (x) = wT ϕ(x) + ρ = ∑
i∈SV

yiαi κ(si, x) + ρ (7)

where α is the values of support vector, ρ is model’s bias term, κ(·) is the kernel function that maps
origin points from origin topological space into feature space for improved separability. The linear
kernel function is used here to avoid mapping back from feature space and to further to obtain explicit
expression of OSH. Overall, MuWI is linked to OSH by the following steps:

1. training the SVM model using labeled water and non-water pixels consisting of reflectance values
of Sentinel-2 spectral bands;

2. constructing OSH based on the Equation (4) with parameters from the trained SVM model; and,
3. linking MuWI to OSH by letting the coefficients of MuWI equivalent to normal vector w,

and threshold equivalent to model’s bias term ρ.

Therefore, MuWI expression in Equation (1) turns into:

MuWI = ∑
i∈SV

yiαi κ(si, x) + ρ (8)

2.2. Training Schemes and Index Formations

According to the theoretical steps, MuWI is derived from OSH of the trained SVM model. As a
result, different trained models derive different forms of MuWI. The trained SVM model is determined
by the input features and training parameters. Specifically, band combinations as input features
determine the terms in MuWI; the cost parameter C (Equation (5)) of SVM training mainly determines
the coefficients in MuWI.

In order to select the input features, three factors are taken into considerations: (1) inclusion of
native 10-m spectral bands, (2) inclusion of SWIR bands for sunglint resistance, and (3) adoption of
normalized difference form. The first factor aims to produce water maps of 10-m spatial resolution by
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extensively exploiting native 10-m bands on Sentinel-2. SWIR bands (band 11 and band 12) are in 20-m
resolution but they are included since they are useful for sunglint correction [33]. Rather than using
band value as the input feature directly, the normalized difference of two bands is adopted in light of
usefulness of previously normalized difference water indexes (NDWI and MNDWI) and advantages in
thresholding stability. Overall, six Sentinel-2 bands, including four 10-m bands and two SWIR bands,
are selected and then computed to produce 15 normalized differences as the input features of SVM.

The cost parameter of SVM is set from 2−3 to 25 by the exponential gradient. To avoid over-fitting,
halved reference data are used for training and the other half for validation. The cost parameter
that presents the best separability in validation dataset is selected for deriving MuWI. Libsvm code
package [45] implemented in MATLAB is used for computing OSH in this study.

From the machine-learned model, MuWI is formed and refined. The complete version of MuWI
(MuWI-C) derived from OSH in trained SVM model is expressed as:

MuWI-C = −16.4ND(2, 3)− 6.9ND(2, 4)− 8.2ND(2, 8)− 8.8ND(2, 11)
+9.6ND(2, 12) + 10.8ND(3, 8) + 6.1ND(3, 11) + 13.6ND(3, 12)
−0.28ND(4, 8)− 3.9ND(4, 11)− 2.1ND(4, 12)− 5.3ND(8, 11)

−5.3ND(8, 12)− 5.3ND(11, 12)− 0.33

(9)

where ND(i,j) denotes the normalized difference of Sentinel-2 band i and band j.
However, MuWI-C consists of too many terms that may be redundant in common water mapping.

So, MuWI-C is further refined by using four highly weighted terms with integer coefficients, referred
to as the revised version of MuWI (MuWI-R):

MuWI-R = −4ND(2, 3) + 2ND(3, 8) + 2ND(3, 12)− ND(3, 11) (10)

where ND(2,3), ND(3,8), and ND(3,12) are the three most weighted terms in MuWI-C. ND(3,11) is
reserved to keep both two SWIR bands for the suitability to high-albedo water pixels. The constant
term for MuWI-R cannot be trained by SVM, thus it is omitted, also for brevity.

2.3. Production of Validation Dataset

MuWI and other water indexes calculated on the Sentinel-2 image are validated by coincident
high resolution (sub-meter) images captured within 0 to 6 days (Table 1). Validation dataset production
primarily considers: (a) the variety of types of water bodies and (b) the variety of potential confusion
sources of water mapping. Two sub-meter sensors, WorldView and Pléiades, provide high-resolution
reference images. WorldView reference images are from DigitalGlobe© Open Data (https://www.
digitalglobe.com/opendata), a program that makes commercial imagery of sudden onset major natural
disaster events freely accessible. Despite dozens of disaster events included, events that are less
likely to affect water area significantly are preferred, so that hurricane events are less considered.
For the same purpose, pre-event images instead of post-event images are selected. Then, the candidate
reference images are filtered while considering: (a) the sufficient existence of water body in the images,
(b) the overall cloud coverage <20% or the cloud coverage over water area approximately <10%,
and (c) the temporal and spatial consistency with the available Sentinel-2 tiles. Eventually, WorldView
imagery from three locations is selected (Table 1). It is noted that a large number of reference sites (the
300 m-by-300 m samples) are from one location (Northern India) where typical and various inland
water bodies can be found, whilst only several sites are selected from Gulf of Mexico (2 sites) and
Colombia (4 sites) to represent deep-clear ocean water and brown flooded river water, respectively.
Since most of the selected images from DigitalGlobe© Open Data are over natural land covers, one set
of urban land covers (Venice) is added from 0.6-m Pléiades satellite (Airbus© Pléiades Satellite Sample
Data, https://www.intelligence-airbusds.com/en/23-sample-imagery) to include significant shadow
sources that contribute to commission errors. All of the reference images have been processed by
the providers (DigitalGlobe© and Airbus©) with orthorectification, atmospheric correction, dynamic
range adjustment and pan-sharpening.

https://www.digitalglobe.com/opendata
https://www.digitalglobe.com/opendata
https://www.intelligence-airbusds.com/en/23-sample-imagery
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Table 1. Descriptions of Sentinel-2 and reference images.

Location
Sentinel-2 MSI Images Reference Images Reference Sites (300 m × 300 m)

Tile Sensing Date Source Sensing Date Resolution Number of Sites Dominant Types
of Water Body

Northern
India T44RQQ 1 May 2017

DigitalGlobe® Open
Data—Monsoon in

Nepal, India,
Bangladesh—Pre Event

25 April 2017 0.46 m 33 Lake and river

Venice T32TQR 4 January 2017 Pléiades 1B 6 January 2017 0.5 m 20 Canal, harbor,
moat and wetland

Gulf of
Mexico

T14RQS,
T14RQR 28 March 2017

DigitalGlobe® Open
Data—Hurricane

Harvey—Pre Event
31 March 2017 0.46 m 2 Deep-clear water

Mocoa,
Colombia T18NUF 16 October 2016

DigitalGlobe® Open
Data—Mocoa

Landslide—Pre Event
16 October 2016 0.46 m 4 Flood river
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Associated Sentinel-2 images involve quality control and resampling in the pre-processing.
Sentinel-2 images are from L1C TOA reflectance product available by ESA (https://sentinel.esa.int),
the highest level of Sentinel-2 MSI global product at the time of the study. Although surface reflectance
(or Bottom-Of-Atmosphere reflectance) generally distinguish land covers more accurately, several
recent studies revealed that TOA reflectance can produce water mapping results with negligible
accuracy difference [9,24,46]. So, the TOA reflectance is used as per previous Sentinel-2 water index
studies [27,28]. Owing to 12-bit radiometric resolution, Sentinel-2 images provide high dynamic range.
Full dynamic range is reserved in the study for both high and low albedos. It is noted that some
Sentinel-2 images that are spatially and temporally consistent with the reference resolution images
yet show high cloud coverage (>20%) are omitted. As four bands on Sentinel-2 are in native 10-m
resolution, while six bands in 20-m and three bands in 60-m, all 20-m and 60-m bands are resampled to
10-m resolution using GDAL software for consistent processing.

Reference sites of 300 m-by-300 m size are first randomly sampled on paired reference and
Sentinel-2 images. The site size (300 m) is determined as the least common multiple of resolutions of
all Sentinel-2 and Landsat bands (10 m, 20 m, 30 m, 60 m, 100 m) which ensures an integer number of
pixels over reference site of all those bands. The random sampling of sites is processed using ArcPy
software with empirical density 3.2 sites/km2. However, many randomly sampled sites contain none
or little water coverage. So, a total of 59 reference sites are then visually identified from randomly
sampled sites for the following training and testing.

Next, sub-meter images over reference sites, neither from WorldView or Pléiades, are used for
delineating reference water boundaries by cluster analysis and visual interpretation. Two unsupervised
classification schemes (ISODATA algorithm on two classes, ISODATA algorithm on three classes) are
applied on the sub-meter reference images. Results from two unsupervised classifications are visually
interpreted and compared to revise the unfitted boundaries. Water boundary polygons are then
rasterized into exact 0.5-m resolution (by a factor of 1/20, comparing to Sentinel-2 10-m resolution).

By overlapping the rasterized water boundary from reference images and the Sentinel-2 images
over the same reference site, the water percentage of every Sentinel-2 pixel is computed. Each 10-m
Sentinel-2 pixel corresponds to 400 (20× 20) 0.5-m reference pixels. The high-resolution reference pixel
is either water or non-water, so that water percentage of one Sentinel-2 pixel is calculated as the ratio
of the number of reference water pixels in all 400 reference pixels. The water percentage of Sentinel-2
pixel is further used to identify the pixel as water pixel, or non-water pixel. The threshold is 50%
following Feyisa et al. (2014). The identified classes also act as input training label in the SVM model.

2.4. Performance Assessments of Water Index

Four commonly used water indexes are compared on Sentinel-2, i.e., NDWI, MNDWI, AWEInsh,
and AWEIsh. Notably, these water indexes are all originally developed on Landsat images [21–23],
but have been used on Sentinel-2 images by replacing the origin Landsat bands with similar Sentinel-2
bands [27,28]. The calculations of those water indexes on Sentinel-2 are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Calculations of water indexes using Sentinel-2 data.

Water Index Equation

NDWI ρband3−ρband8
ρband3+ρband8

MNDWI ρband3−ρband11
ρband3+ρband11

AWEInsh 4× (ρband3 − ρband11)− (0.25× ρband8 + 2.75× ρband12)
AWEIsh ρband2 + 2.5× ρband3 − 1.5× (ρband8 + ρband11)− 0.25× ρband12

The accuracy of water mapping is measured by confusion matrix, as well as OA (overall accuracy),
commission error, omission error, and Cohen’s kappa coefficient. In order to compare two water
indexes, McNemar test [47] is introduced to identify whether or not the water mapping results by one
water index is statistically superior to those by another water index.

https://sentinel.esa.int
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3. Results

The MuWI method is applied to Sentinel-2 L1C images over six locations across the world.
Among them, two locations are borrowed from [33], where the original purpose is to show sunglint
removal. In addition to showing water mapping under sunglint impact, the applications in these two
locations (Australia and France) provide visual overview of MuWI mapping as the qualitative results.
Other four locations are from the validation dataset. Quantitative accuracy assessment is made by
comparing the standardized reference sites.

3.1. Qualitative Analysis

Figure 1 illustrates the water maps that are classified by two multi-spectral water index methods,
MuWI and AWEI, on an estuary Sentinel-2 image (in eastern Australian: 146.39 E, −18.52 N,
19 February 2016). The image refers to an example in Harmel et al. (2018), where sunglint phenomenon
is significant. Besides, various water bodies, as well as several patches of cloud shadow, are observed
on the image. Thresholds are visually optimized to (1) accurately map the water pool grid (left red box),
(2) make the dam (right red box) visible, and (3) minimize shadow misclassification (top and bottom
red boxes). All water indexes can distinguish major river channel and ocean water. Both versions
of MuWI correctly recognize shadow as non-water, whereas AWEInsh fails to classify most cloud
shadows (the top and bottom red-box areas). The shadow-specified version of AWEI (AWEIsh) can
eliminate shadow errors, but it also omits some dark or vegetation-affected water bodies, as shown at
peripheries of the tributary. The wetland areas, though, are well-detected by MuWI-R and MuWI-C,
indicating that each single of MuWI can handle shadow issues and complex water bodies classification
at the same time.  10 of 23 
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different environmental settings. Although the sunglint contamination seems more apparent in 
MuWI-R map (b), it does not affect the classification, since the MuWI-R values of such areas are 
greater than the threshold. 

Figure 1. Sentinel-2 RGB image and corresponding water maps classified by spectral water index
(MuWI) and Automated Water Extraction Index (AWEI) over an estuary in eastern Australia. Red
boxes indicate typical areas that are difficult for water mapping: cloud shadows (red boxes b & d),
small water bodies (red box a), small objects on the water surface (red box c).
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Figure 2 shows the values of three water indexes computed from a Sentinel-2 image over Naussac
reservoir in France (3.81 E, 44.74 N, 7 July 2016, another example in Harmel et al. (2018)). The MuWI-R
and MuWI-C maps show finer delineations for the boundary of the reservoir and other land covers,
suggesting the potential of more accurate mapping. The ranges of MuWI-R and MuWI-C are [−1.6,
1.7] and [−9.8, 10.1], respectively, which is more asymmetric to zero in comparison to that of AWEI
[−2.2, 0.2]. This implies that stable thresholding probably achieved using MuWI across different
environmental settings. Although the sunglint contamination seems more apparent in MuWI-R
map (b), it does not affect the classification, since the MuWI-R values of such areas are greater than
the threshold.  11 of 23 
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Figure 2. Sentinel-2 RGB image (a) over Naussac reservoir (altitude: 940 m) in France and maps of
index values of MuWI-R (b), MuWI-C (c), and AWEInsh (d) with minimum and maximum index values.

3.2. Quantitative Assessment

3.2.1. Statistical Accuracy Assessment

Table 3 lists confusion matrixes of MuWI-R on (a) entire testing sites, (b) Venice testing sites, and
(c) India testing sites. Venice sites and India sites account for 90% of the all sites in total, with specific
purposes of general inland-water testing and shadow confusion testing. A total of 48,821 pixels are
tested, of which 40% are water pixels and 60% are non-water pixels. The OA of the classification for all
sites, Venice sites, India sites are 96%, 93%, and 98%, respectively.

For all testing sites, commission error (non-water classified as water) is more prominent than
omission error (water classified as non-water), reflected by the higher PA (96.36%, 1-omission error)
and lower UA (93.62%, 1-commission error). Venice testing sites account for most of the commission
error (1000 out of 1275 misclassified pixels) as most low-albedo settings, such as shadow and asphalt
exist in this part of the dataset (like Figure S1). This high commission error leads to the relatively lowest
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accuracy for Venice sub-dataset. The India sub-dataset is close to the moderate water classification
setting, where different water bodies (e.g., river, lake, pool, irrigation channel, reservoir) lie on varied
underlying (e.g., forest, cropland, urban, bare-land). In the India sub-dataset, MuWI achieves high OA
(98.17%), with balanced PA (95.84%) and UA (96.95%).

It is noted that the optimum thresholds for MuWI-R and other comparing water indexes are
determined by the Receiver Operator Characteristics (ROC) curves (Figure 3). The red circles in
Figure 3 denote where the optimum thresholds are found. The optimum position of MuWI-R among
those of five water indexes is the closest to the top-left point, indicating the best tradeoff between the
high true positive rate (TPR) and low false positive rate (FPR). However, the accuracy improvement of
MuWI-R is rather evident: the TPR for MuWI-R is always greatest at the same FPR level, while the FPR
lowest at the same TPR level. Because a constant term can be derived from OSH of SVM, the threshold
for MuWI-C is directly determined as the negative constant term from OSH rather than determined by
ROC curve. The optimum thresholds are used for water classification on all testing sites.

Table 3. Confusion matrixes of MuWI mapping results on (a) entire testing sites, (b) Venice testing
sites, and (c) India testing sites.

(a) All Sites Reference Classification

Water Non-Water Accuracy

MuWI Classification
Water 18,715 1275 93.62%

Non-Water 706 28,125 97.55%
Accuracy 96.36% 95.66% 95.94%

(b) Venice Sites Reference Classification

Water Non-Water Accuracy

MuWI Classification
Water 9339 1000 90.33%

Non-Water 116 5857 98.06%
Accuracy 98.77% 85.42% 93.16%

(c) India Sites Reference Classification

Water Non-Water Accuracy

MuWI Classification
Water 6705 211 96.95%

Non-Water 291 20,218 98.58%
Accuracy 95.84% 98.97% 98.17%
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Table 4 compares accuracy of MuWI with that of NDWI, MNDWI, AWEInsh, and AWEIsh by
four measurements. MuWI-C, the completed version of MuWI, shows the highest OA (96.42%),
followed by revised version MuWI-R (95.94%). Both versions of MuWI produce statistically better
classification performance than the other four water indexes (p < 0.001). Commission errors of both
MuWI are significantly reduced from greater than 10% to around 5% (4.85% and 6.38%). Lower
omission errors of MuWI-C and MuWI-R are also observed. According to kappa coefficient, MuWI-C
and MuWI-R present the highest consistency with the reference dataset. Overall, MuWI-C achieves the
best performance of water classification, slightly exceeding MuWI-R, whilst both MuWI significantly
improve the results when comparing to NDWI, MNDWI, AWEI-nsh and AWEI-sh.

Table 4. Summary of the accuracy of MuWI and four water index methods.

MuWI-C MuWI-R NDWI MNDWI AWEI-nsh AWEI-sh

Overall Accuracy 96.42% 95.94% 88.81% 91.44% 91.30% 90.94%
Commission Error 4.85% 6.38% 18.44% 13.68% 12.44% 14.10%

Omission Error 4.11% 3.64% 7.15% 6.73% 8.93% 7.62%
Kappa Coefficient 92.54% 91.57% 77.17% 82.38% 81.97% 81.32%

However, given that the difference in accuracy and kappa coefficient of MuWI-C and MuWI-R
are merely 0.48% and 0.96%, respectively, the McNemar test shows a high significance (p < 0.001) that
MuWI-C performs better than MuWI-R. But, MuWI-R ignores less reference water pixels than MuWI-C
as MuWI-R has a 0.48% lower omission error.

3.2.2. Comparison at Reference Site Level

In order to identify the specific differences of water classification results from different water
indexes, the water maps of six 300 m-by-300 m reference sites are illustrated in terms of pixel size
(Figure 4), low-albedo confusion (Figure 5), and sunglint contamination (Figure 6), respectively.
For Figures 4–6, 10-m Sentinel-2 RGB images and 0.5-m reference RGB images are also provided for
visual inspections.  14 of 23 
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Figure 4. A reference site with a bridge of approximate 10-m width. The first column shows 10-m
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Sentinel-2 RGB image and 0.5-m reference RGB image. Column 2, 3, and 4 shows the water mapping 
results by six water index (MuWI-C, MuWI-R, NDWI, MNDWI, AWEI-nsh, AWEI-sh). 

Figure 5. Three reference sites that are profoundly impacted by low-albedo confusions from asphalt
(top), built-up shadow (middle) and vegetation shadow (bottom). The first column shows 10-m
Sentinel-2 RGB image and 0.5-m reference RGB image. Column 2, 3, and 4 shows the water mapping
results by six water index (MuWI-C, MuWI-R, NDWI, MNDWI, AWEI-nsh, AWEI-sh).

Figure 4 shows a testing site in northern India (top-left UTM coordinate: 722102, 2976724) where a
highway bridge stands on the river with various vegetation, bare-land underlying. MuWI-C, MuWI-R
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and NDWI produce 10-m resolution outlines whilst MNDWI, AWEI-nsh and AWEI-sh produce 20-m
resolution outlines. The resolution difference is related to different Sentinel-2 bands used by each
water index. For example, NDWI adopts band 3 (10-m) and band 8 (10-m), but MNDWI corresponds
to band 3 (10-m) and band 11 (20-m) so that MNDWI map present coarser outline of water bodies.
Both MuWIs do utilize 20-m band (band 11 and band 12), yet the generated maps are in 10-m resolution,
probably implying information of the selected 10-m band of MuWIs is sufficiently exploited and highly
weighted for water classification. It may also be notable that the bridge can be detected by MuWI-C and
MuWI-R but not by NDWI among three 10-m presentations. In this context, accuracies for 10-m indexes
(MuWI-C: 94.2%, MuWI-R: 92.6%, NDWI: 95.3%) is higher than those for 20-m indexes (MNDWI:
88.7%, AWEInsh: 84.7%, AWEIsh: 90.0%).
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sharpening techniques to produce 10-m water map. But, band sharpening requires additional 
processing that is computationally intensive, thus time-consuming particularly for water mapping at 
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Figure 6. Two reference sites with suspected sunglint contaminations at a confluence (top) and an
oxbow (bottom) of the inland river. The first column shows 10-m Sentinel-2 RGB image and 0.5-m
reference RGB image. Column 2, 3, and 4 shows the water mapping results by six water index (MuWI-C,
MuWI-R, NDWI, MNDWI, AWEI-nsh, AWEI-sh).
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Figure 5 illustrates a wide asphalt road that connects mainland and lagoon area of Venice, which
is one typical low-albedo underlying that is often misclassified as water. The water classification results
are obvious that only MuWI-C and MuWI-R classify the asphalt road as non-water. Furthermore,
a highly vegetated island surrounded by green ocean water is properly mapped by MuWI-C, MuWI-R
and NDWI, yet poorly mapped by the rest of three water indexes. Regarding another low-albedo
confusion, shadows are observed in the dense urban area (Figure 5 middle) and the sparsely vegetated
garden (Figure 5 bottom). MuWI-C performs best for both shadow sites, having distinguished most
of the shadow-affected area. MuWI-R presents more errors around the deep-dark non-water pixels
for both sites, but the errors are relatively acceptable. AWEInsh presents similar maps of the middle
urban-shadow site in Figure 5. However, the commission errors of other maps in both sites are
significantly greater where large areas of shadow are misclassified as water.

Figure 6 contains sites where water bodies are observed with a partial area of abnormally high
reflectance, which very likely results from the sunglint phenomenon. The Sentinel-2 image of top sites
in Figure 6 shows a nearly-white triangular area on the flooded river. NDWI map fails to classify such
a bright area correctly. The silvery water area on bottom site in Figure 6 is falsely little illustrated by
NDWI and AWEIsh classifications. MuWI-C and MuWI-R are able to detect water pixels in two sites
under sunglint contamination.

4. Discussion

Spatial resolution is critical to accurate water mapping, thus likely to be an important source of
accuracy improvements for MuWI. The native discrepancy of spatial resolution of Sentinel-2 bands
often leads to the 20-m resolution in water mapping when using current water indexes, whereas
the finest 10-m resolution of Sentinel-2 is not well-exploited. Previous studies [27,28] adopted
band sharpening techniques to produce 10-m water map. But, band sharpening requires additional
processing that is computationally intensive, thus time-consuming particularly for water mapping
at large scale. NDWI coincidently uses two native 10-m bands on Sentinel-2, but its disadvantages
have been long reported [22,23], particularly regarding commission errors. In the MuWI development,
all four 10-m bands of Sentinel-2 were selected as input features. Meanwhile, the weights of 10-m
bands were substantially enhanced in SVM training even though 20-m bands were also introduced.
Consequently, the band selection and machine learning process ensure MuWI to adequately exploit
information in the 10-m band for water mapping, so that MuWI produces inherent 10-m water maps
without additional band sharpening.

Higher spatial resolution brings issues to water mapping, among which sunglint is one of the most
notable. Sunglint is a special water-sensing issue that is becoming more apparent with the increased
spatial resolution [48]. Few studies have focused on such a phenomenon on the widely-used Landsat
series imagery with 30-m resolution. Atmospheric correction algorithms that aim to generate surface
reflectance (SR) or bottom-of-atmosphere (BOA) products that were adopted by NASA or ESA do not
include sunglint removal for Landsat [49] or Sentinel-2 imagery [32], respectively. This rather common
phenomenon explained by Fresnel’s equation has been extensively studied in the ocean field [30],
but has not been raised in water mapping prior to this study. On the other hand, water mapping
essentially assumes water as a low-albedo feature yet sunglint increases reflectance from water area,
which potentially contributes to omission error. Harmel et al. (2018) firstly introduces a sunglint
correction method for Sentinel-2 imagery, but it cannot directly apply to index-based water mapping
method because ancillary data (atmospheric parameters, climate data) are required. However, the
idea of using SWIR bands (band 11, band 12 of Sentinel-2) from Harmel et al. (2018) for sunglint
correction agrees with the band selection of MuWI that consists of the SWIR bands. It is observed that
sunglint tends to occur at confluences, oxbows (Figure 6), in addition to the estuary (Figure 1) and
windy water surface (Figure 2). MuWI manages to reduce the impacts from sunglint by deliberately
introducing SWIR bands to the index formation and achieves the satisfactory mapping results over
sunglint contamination areas. Depending on whether or not the SWIR bands are included, MNDWI
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and AWEI maps are less contaminated, but NDWI has more obvious sunglint issue. That is why the
20 m SWIR bands need to be retained in water indexes. In the situations that image-level sunglint
reflectance correction as Harmel et al. (2018) is not easily implemented by users, the inclusion of SWIR
bands for water mapping is necessary and effective.

Other than the new sunglint issue, shadow confusion—the misclassification of shadow as
water—has long been identified as the most significant source of commission error in water
mapping [8,22,23]. Shadows are mostly cast from built-up, vegetation at a fine scale, and terrain and
cloud at both fine and coarse scale. In water mapping by 10-m Sentinel-2 imagery, the fine-scale
shadows would be more confused and coarse-scale shadows still exist. Results of this study
demonstrate the accuracy improvement of MuWI on shadow commission error (Table 2 and Figure 5).
Shadow reflects low radiance across all visible and infrared wavelengths, but the reflective patterns
over different spectral bands differ [23]. As a result, more bands combined by adequate formations
could theoretically improve the detection of shadow, and further reduce shadow commission errors in
water mapping. Previous multi-band indexes have also shown lower commission error when compared
to dual-band indexes in different testing scenarios. The low commission error of MuWI, consequently,
could attributed to multi-bands used and associated coefficients specified by machine learning.

Extremes conditions, like high-albedo water (e.g., sunglint) and low-albedo non-water (e.g.,
shadow), originate errors, while the thresholding process directly affects the classification accuracy [35].
Thresholding is related to water index forms. For example, the indexes with a form of normalized
difference (e.g., NDWI and MNDWI) are constrained within [−1, 1], where their thresholds are close
to zero. In contrast, thresholds of arithmetic forms (e.g., AWEI) have larger ranges. Many optimization
algorithms have been conjunct with water index to determine thresholds [50]. However, the inherent
issue of water index regarding thresholding should be the lack of threshold stability [23], meaning that
the threshold for a particular type of water body under a particular environmental condition is not
suitable for other types of water bodies under different environmental conditions. Threshold stability
is especially important when conducting water mapping across large areas because complex land
cover settings are more likely to exist. In this study, higher accuracy could be achieved if adjusting
thresholds locally (e.g., all indexes across one of testing sites in Figures 4–6), but the locally optimized
thresholds lead to global accuracy reduction, since the used thresholds are optimized globally (by ROC
curve in Figure 3). MuWI shows highest threshold stability perhaps because (1) the multi-band design
makes MuWI more endogenously compatible with various types of water bodies under complex
environments, (2) the basic normalized difference form reduces outlier interruptions. The former is
also reflected by the evolvement of water index methods using increasing number of spectral bands [8].
The latter is supported by not only water index like NDWI and MNDWI, but also normalized difference
index for other uses, like NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index).

In regard to methodology, this study, in a broader context, demonstrates a pathway to transfer
machine-learned outcomes into simple index method that has been massively adopted in remote
sensing. Machine learning algorithms train the model by supervised learning. The trained model is
usually either a black-box, or too high-dimensional to know the mechanism inside [51]. The trained
model may perform well but what the model has learned is little known to human users, which
limits further usages. On the other hand, the index-based methods can be regarded as dimension
reductions, which reduces multiple dimensions (of spectral bands) into one dimension (of the index).
In development, the internal optimal separating hyperplane (OSH) in SVM was found among many
machine learning algorithms, and was used for deriving water index where an explicit equation is
obtained from sophiscated training process. Such a pathway between SVM and MuWI demonstrated
in this study explores how to utilize effective machine learning algorithms for developing a simple
index-based method in remote sensing classification. Potential uses are not only in water mapping but
other binary classifications, such as urban area identification.

MuWI is discussed collectively aforementioned, but two versions of MuWI, MuWI-C and
MuWI-R differ in expression, performance, and application. In general, the more complex MuWI-C
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performs better than simpler MuWI-R according to our test results. Notwithstanding, MuWI-R and
MuWI-C achieve the two highest accuracies in the testing. Due to brevity and more significant
reduction in certain omission errors, MuWI-R is recommended for the general water mapping usages,
while MuWI-C is recommended if the water mapping application pursues the highest possible OA.

MuWI is developed on Sentinel-2 imagery, and could be arguably applied on Landsat imagery.
All six Sentinel-2 bands involved in MuWI (band 2, 3, 4, 8, 11, 12) could map to bands on Landsat 5,
7 and 8 (Table 5). Based on the bands mapping, Figure 7 demonstrate the easily transferable use of
MuWI on Landsat sensors. Similar water patterns can be found across two reference sites in Venice
when applying MuWI on Landsat 8 OLI image, but coarser results are obvious due to Landsat 8 30 m
resolution. However, similar to [24], more systematic examinations of using MuWI on other sensors
(such as Landsat, SPOT-5, Gaofen-2, MODIS) with quantitative analysis over large samples remain
necessary. Applying MuWI on multi-sensor image fusion would increase the temporal resolution
of water mapping, but that work (MuWI on fusion) may be beyond the scope of this paper (MuWI
development), and will hopefully present in another paper.

Table 5. The mapping relationships between Sentinel-2 bands and Landsat bands.

Sentinel-2 Band Landsat 8 OLI Band Landsat 7/5 ETM+/TM Band

1 1 none
2 2 1
3 3 2
4 4 3
5 none none
6 none none
7 none 4
8 5 4

8A 5 4
9 none none

10 9 none
11 6 5
12 7 7
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Figure 7. Visual comparisons of MuWI applications on Sentinel-2 and Landsat 8. Two rows indicate 
two 300 m × 300 m reference sites that are the same as in Figures 4 and 5. Four columns represent 
(from left to right): Sentinel-2 MSI RGB (4, 3, 2) 10 m natural color image, MuWI-C classified result on 
Sentinel-2, Landsat 8 OLI RGB(4, 3, 2) 30 m natural color image, and MuWI-C classified result on 
Landsat 8. 

Uncertainties that are involved in this study are mainly attributable to the processing of Sentinel-
2 spectral reflectance, and the temporal differences of water extents in validation images. Surface 
reflectance (or BOA reflectance) rather than TOA reflectance theoretically delineates surface water 
more accurately. The atmospheric impacts, such as cirrus, may significantly degrade the water 
mapping results when using TOA reflectance. However, those impacts could be hedged by cloud-
cover filtering, and heavily-used normalized difference forms in this study. One comparative study 
on the impact of Landsat TOA and surface reflectance found no outstanding differences in water 
mapping results in many cases [24]. But, surface reflectance would reduce the uncertainty from 
atmospheric disturbances. Although the validation images were selected to best ensure capture time 
closeness to that of Sentinel-2 images (0 to 5 days in the study), temporal variations of water bodies 
could introduce uncertainty to the validation, particularly of coastal areas. 
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Figure 7. Visual comparisons of MuWI applications on Sentinel-2 and Landsat 8. Two rows indicate
two 300 m × 300 m reference sites that are the same as in Figures 4 and 5. Four columns represent
(from left to right): Sentinel-2 MSI RGB (4, 3, 2) 10 m natural color image, MuWI-C classified result
on Sentinel-2, Landsat 8 OLI RGB(4, 3, 2) 30 m natural color image, and MuWI-C classified result on
Landsat 8.
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Uncertainties that are involved in this study are mainly attributable to the processing of Sentinel-2
spectral reflectance, and the temporal differences of water extents in validation images. Surface
reflectance (or BOA reflectance) rather than TOA reflectance theoretically delineates surface water
more accurately. The atmospheric impacts, such as cirrus, may significantly degrade the water mapping
results when using TOA reflectance. However, those impacts could be hedged by cloud-cover filtering,
and heavily-used normalized difference forms in this study. One comparative study on the impact of
Landsat TOA and surface reflectance found no outstanding differences in water mapping results in
many cases [24]. But, surface reflectance would reduce the uncertainty from atmospheric disturbances.
Although the validation images were selected to best ensure capture time closeness to that of Sentinel-2
images (0 to 5 days in the study), temporal variations of water bodies could introduce uncertainty to
the validation, particularly of coastal areas.

Though the testing sites are selected with considerations to represent different water bodies under
different settings, more sites from different regions of the world need to be tested. It is particular for the
water bodies with high vegetation impacts, such as wetlands and areas that are concentrated with high
chlorophyll or covered with alga. The difficulties to eliminate vegetated confusions in water mapping
have long been identified [52–54], and have also been observed in this study (e.g., wetlands in Venice).
Impacts of vegetations are not specially tested in this study, yet they may considerably affect water
mapping, which deserve further studies in future. The bands of 10-m resolution and SWIR bands are
adopted in MuWI, but an exhaustive study on water reflective patterns of every Sentinel-2 bands will
probably provide more details for revising the water index. Furthermore, the feature selection process
in machine learning in this study is subjective to prior knowledge, a combined automated feature
selection [55] may shed lights on further enhancement of developing remote sensing index method in
the future.

5. Conclusions

This study proposed a new automated water index method MuWI with the ability to natively
produce 10 m water maps on Sentinel-2 MSI imagery. The methodological strength of the study
is mainly the use of a machine learning algorithm SVM for objective, explicit index development.
Accuracy comparisons among Landsat-developed water index methods showed that the proposed
MuWI method produced water maps with increased spatial resolution (10-m) and lowered commission
and omission errors. This could be owed to the adequate exploitation of native 10-m Sentinel-2 spectral
bands as well as significant reductions in shadow and sunglint misclassifications. But, aquatic enclaves
that mix with masses of algae or macrophytes still show significant confusions for all indexes. Complete
version index MuWI-C was proposed for achieving the highest overall accuracy, while revised version
MuWI-R was proposed as an improved trade-off between accuracy and simplicity. The proposed
method will possibly facilitate accurate water mapping on growing Sentinel-2 images and further
broad applications.
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